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CIMdata News 

CIMdata’s President, Peter Bilello, to Present at IpX’s ConX18 

29 August 2018 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

that its President, Mr. Peter Bilello, will make a presentation at the Institute for Process Excellence’s 

(IpX) ConX18 conference entitled, “The State of the PLM Industry: Why the C-Suite is Not Happy.” 

IpX’s ConX18 will take place at the Wild Dunes Resort in Charleston, South Carolina, on 17-18 

September. Mr. Bilello’s presentation will take place during day 1 of the conference, on 17 September. 

Mr. Bilello’s presentation will review the current state of the PLM industry with an emphasis on today's 

major trends and issues, including enabling PLM as a digital and transformative enterprise-level 

innovation platform, and other emerging topics that are critical to the global PLM economy. CIMdata's 

research and experience reveals that over the past few years industry adoption of many leading-edge 

PLM technologies, such as analytics and big data, internet of things, cloud computing, augmented 

reality, and additive manufacturing, have matured from investigation and planning to implementation 

and production. Despite these advances, many companies are still spending significant time and money 

tackling PLM's persistent pain points so that they can fully realize the potential value of PLM and its 

place within their enterprise architecture.  

Mr. Bilello has more than 25 years of experience in the development of business-enabling IT solutions 

for research, engineering, and manufacturing organizations worldwide. He has participated in PLM 

analysis, selection, implementation, and training; CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM implementation and 

management; synchronous and lean manufacturing consulting; software engineering; and general data 

management strategy development and support. He has authored numerous papers and research reports 

on PLM and related topics, and his articles, commentaries, and perspectives have appeared in 

publications throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia. 

For more information about the conference, please visit: https://www.cimdata.com/en/events/cimdata-

supported-events/event/401-conx18 

 

About CIMdata 

https://www.cimdata.com/en/events/cimdata-supported-events/event/401-conx18
https://www.cimdata.com/en/events/cimdata-supported-events/event/401-conx18
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CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Acquisitions 

Accenture Completes Acquisition of Pillar Technology to Expand Industry X.0 Capabilities 

27 August 2018 

Accenture has completed the acquisition of smart embedded software company Pillar Technology, 

significantly expanding its Industry X.0 practice in North America. 

  

Headquartered in Columbus, Ohio, Pillar Technology has a team of 320 people and offices in Des 

Moines, Iowa; Ann Arbor, Michigan; and Palo Alto, California. Pillar Technology brings more than 20 

years of experience in the rapid, agile development of high-quality and user-friendly embedded software 

used in smart, connected products such as autonomous vehicles. 

  

Accenture first announced the acquisition two weeks ago, together with the acquisition of San 

Francisco-based hardware engineering firm Mindtribe. The two complementary deals boost Accenture 

Industry X.0’s ability to help companies redefine smart connected software and physical products. 

  

Accenture Industry X.0 helps companies address the shift to digital products and services, transform 

their engineering, manufacturing and field operations, and digitize their enterprises. 

  

Financial terms for the transaction were not disclosed. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Announcing the Merger of XD Innovation and Consensia Inc. 

30 August 2018 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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XD Innovation is a Dassault Systemes value solutions partner, education services provider and an 

accredited certification center. With strong focus on emerging high technology segment (Hyperloop, 

VTOL, EVs, Robotics, etc.), XD Innovation strives to help their customers innovate more effectively by 

providing best in class technologies powered by Dassault Systemes 3DEXPERIENCE Platform, backed 

by world class services and consulting. 

 

Consensia provides software products, solutions, services and training for Dassault Systèmes portfolio 

across high technology, semiconductor, and medical device industries. Consensia will complement XD’s 

strengths in these key industries with consulting solutions, internally developed best practices and tools 

for ALM, PLM, and product traceability. 

 

"Consensia is excited to join forces with XD Innovation to bring our high technology industry 

background along with deep Dassault Systemes technology experience and implementation expertise to 

XD Innovation’s clients," commented Sanjay Keswani, Consensia CEO, who will join XD leadership 

team as Head of Professional Services and Consulting. 

 

"XD Innovation is very pleased to welcome Sanjay Keswani and Consensia. XD Innovation is building 

a high quality team and a full portfolio in line with our customers needs and expectations. Consensia 

brings years of experience in PLM project delivery and an impressive portfolio of customers and 

solutions around semiconductor and ALM domains. As more products become smarter, this will be 

crucial to cover the full product innovation domain from mechanical engineering to electronics and 

software/firmware. This will also allow us to expand our physical presence in the San Francisco Bay 

Area," added Soufiane Elaamili, Managing Director, XD Innovation. 

 

The larger organization will allow XD Innovation to provide a broad spectrum of services and more 

industry depth to their clients. A larger organization will also mean their employees will benefit from 

even more and stronger career opportunities. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Deloitte Expands Life Sciences Solutions Suite with Acquisition of QSpace IT Quality and 

Compliance Validation Technology 

27 August 2018 

To expand its suite of information technology quality and compliance solutions for life sciences 

organizations, Deloitte has acquired QSpace, a cloud-based, globally scalable, end-to-end automated, 

validation lifecycle management system (VLMS) from Archimedis Healthcare Private 

Limited (Archimedis). The deal closed Aug. 24, 2018. 

Launched in March 2017, QSpace is a VLMS that is designed to address IT quality and compliance, 

computerized system validation and Good X Practice requirements by digitizing the end-to-end 

validation process for IT systems in life sciences companies subject to U.S. and global regulatory 

requirements. Unlike many other solutions, QSpace integrates a number of aspects of IT quality and 

compliance within a single risk-based platform customized for life sciences organizations. It uses lean 

processes and system-induced controls to help reduce human errors and create greater enterprise-wide 

collaboration opportunities. QSpace's powerful analytics provide near real-time insights into critical 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/31August2018.doc%23Contents
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performance indicators across the validation lifecycle, creating greater efficiencies that can help reduce 

compliance costs. 

"QSpace enables us to help our clients disrupt the marketplace with a more agile, leaner and 

standardized VLMS," said Chuck Saia, CEO, Deloitte Risk and Financial Advisory, Deloitte & Touche 

LLP. "This innovative platform allows CIOs, CQOs and their teams in life sciences, regulatory 

compliance, and IT quality to embrace the complexity of validation lifecycle management." 

Monica O'Reilly, Deloitte Risk and Financial Advisory principal and leader of its regulatory and 

operational risk practice, Deloitte & Touche LLP, added, "We know executives at leading organizations 

in the pharmaceutical, medical device, contract research, contract manufacturing and distribution sectors 

want to improve IT quality and compliance efforts as part of broader compliance modernization 

initiatives. QSpace enables that transformation for IT operations, compliance and risk management, 

while also freeing up resources for organizations to focus more on the business of innovating for the 

benefit of customers and patients." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Nemetschek acquires leading technology company MCS Solutions 

28 August 2018 

Software provider Nemetschek SE acquired today 100% of the shares of MCS Solutions group, 

headquartered in Antwerp, Belgium. MCS Solutions offers an integrated and modular Integrated 

Workplace Management System (IWMS) that covers core functional areas in real estate, facility and 

workplace management for large private and public organizations. Additionally, MCS Solutions 

developed a sophisticated smart building platform COBUNDUTM which uses IoT sensors and big data 

analytics to optimize productivity and efficiency in both occupant experience and facility service 

delivery. 

Leading position in a strongly growing market for building operations 

Building owners are investing in technology to drive significant cost benefits, simplified operations and 

maintenance, reduced energy use, and growing integration of IoT and smart buildings. By investing in 

Smart Building technology, owners can increase building efficiency, better satisfy the needs of 

occupants and differentiate their space in the competitive real estate market. The rapid consolidation of 

solution providers recently in the market signals the major shift in technology use that is accelerating. 

In this changing landscape, MCS Solutions has become a well-known and well-respected player. MCS 

Solutions helps organizations improve real estate performance in terms of total cost, risk reduction, 

employee satisfaction, brand perception and sustainability. MCS Solutions already serves over 

1.5 million active users across the globe in more than 60 countries across many vertical industries, 

including private and public building owners, occupants, retail, commercial real estate, financial 

services, manufacturing, transportation and facility service providers. 

MCS’s solutions are offered primarily as a subscription business model globally through direct sales and 

partnerships. The recurring revenues will continue to increase over the next years and will replace the 

traditional license model. 

Perfect strategic addition 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/profiles/csaia.html?id=us:2el:3pr:qspace:awa:adv:082718:cs
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/profiles/monoreilly.html?id=us:2el:3pr:qspace:awa:adv:082718:mor
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By acquiring MCS Solutions, the Nemetschek Group will enter this dynamically growing building 

operations management market. At the same time, Nemetschek will address a new customer group in 

den Manage segment and considerably extend its target markets beyond Design and Construction, where 

Nemetschek already has a leading market position. This makes Nemetschek the sole and worldwide 

leading software provider, providing key workflow offerings across the entire lifecycle of buildings. 

“MCS Solutions is a perfect match for our solution portfolio that opens up a new market segment in 

which we will build to a leading market position as we have in BIM (Building Information 

Management) for Design and Construction. With the integration of MCS Solutions, we drive 

digitalization through the entire building process and are going to realize a seamless exchange of 

information before and, continuously, during the usage of a building,” says Patrik Heider, Spokesman 

and CFOO of the Nemetschek Group. “With the strong and global market position of MCS Solutions, 

we are taking on the role of being an innovator for the entire lifecycle of buildings.” 

“For MCS, the acquisition means accelerated growth into international markets by benefiting from 

Nemetschek’s global customer and partner access, without changing its motivating culture and identity.” 

comments Koen Matthijs, CEO of MCS Solutions. “For our customers, it allows them to continue using 

our leading IWMS and Smart Building software, while benefiting from increased integration with 

Nemetschek’s software solutions throughout the Building Lifecycle.“ 

Steven Lambert, COO of MCS Solutions, also adds: “We look forward to working closely with the other 

Nemetschek Group brands to make digital project information more transparent and easier to access by 

all parties in Design, Build, and Manage stages.” Both managers will stay in their roles after the 

acquisition. 

MCS Solutions employs over 200 people. In addition to its headquarters in Antwerp, the company has 

7 regional offices in Europe, USA, Middle East and APAC. MCS Solutions anticipates revenues 

amounting to around EUR 15 million for the year 2018. The purchase price for 100% of the shares 

represents a revenue multiple of between 3-3.5x. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

 

Company News 

FATHOM Creates Largest Privately Held Digital Manufacturing Ecosystem Thru Transformative 

Partnership with GoEngineer 

27 August 2018 

FATHOM announced it has formed a strategic partnership with GoEngineer that builds on a shared 

vision for changing the ways products are designed, prototyped, and manufactured. FATHOM and 

GoEngineer will leverage complementary strengths to provide each other's customers with industry-

leading software, hardware, and manufacturing solutions that drive greater innovation.  

“GoEngineer shares similar values as FATHOM and their vision resonates with our own,” said Michelle 

Mihevc, CoFounder and Principal at FATHOM. “It’s an exciting partnership in our industry because 

both FATHOM and GoEngineer are uniquely positioned to meet the ever-increasing demand for 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/30August2018.doc%23Contents
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advanced tools and services that enhance and accelerate a company’s product development and 

production processes.”  

The partnership allows both FATHOM and GoEngineer to scale in significant ways that will drive 

meaningful results for new and existing customers—FATHOM will entrust GoEngineer with the 

ongoing machine sales and support of its customers, and GoEngineer will look to FATHOM to meet its 

customer's growing needs for advanced prototype and manufacturing services.  

“These digital tools are bringing people together, bringing FATHOM and GoEngineer together, bringing 

people from different disciplines together, and that will transform product design and development,” 

said Ken Coburn, Founder and President at GoEngineer. “We are taking that next step to help companies 

along their journey into digital manufacturing. As partners, we are going to help implement and apply 

advanced technologies in creative new ways.”  

“FATHOM is doing amazing work and they are so in touch with advanced manufacturing,” said Brad 

Hansen, CEO at GoEngineer. “By combining their thought leadership, capabilities, and expertise with 

our own, it’s going to create an experience that will be almost impossible for anyone else to match.” 

FATHOM’s proven ecosystem of dynamic advanced manufacturing solutions has earned award-winning 

recognition. As of 2018, FATHOM has been ranked six consecutive times on Inc 500|5000’s list of 

fastest-growing private companies in America. FATHOM has also been recognized year-over-year on 

the Inner City 100 list by ICIC as published in Fortune Magazine and the San Francisco Business 

Times’ Fast 100 list of fastest-growing private companies in the Bay Area.  

FATHOM has been selling and supporting enterprise-level 3D printing systems since 2008. Co-founders 

Stump and Mihevc then opened a full-service additive manufacturing facility in 2012. FATHOM’s 

Seattle-based production center opened the following year. Today, the additive expert also offers 

traditional and hybrid processes (e.g. CNC dmachining, urethane casting, tooling, and injection 

molding), as well as contract engineering support and on-site managed equipment services.  

“The FATHOM team continues to focus on our customers’ need for a complete experience from a brand 

they can really trust—it is FATHOM’s company culture, expertise, technologies, capabilities, quality, 

and customer service combined that companies rely on to achieve real-world results,” said Rich Stump, 

Co-Founder and Principal at FATHOM. “FATHOM is honored to partner with GoEngineer and our 

team is excited to serve its customers.”  

For 30 years, GoEngineer has specialized in product design and engineering solutions that enable 

companies to unlock innovation and deliver better products to market faster. Trusted by thousands of 

customers throughout the country across all industry types, the GoEngineer team sells and supports best-

in-class products that include SolidWorks, Stratasys, CAMWorks, Agile PLM, and much more.  

To learn more about FATHOM, visit studiofathom.com. For more info about GoEngineer, visit 

goengineer.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

HCL Technologies to Use ScienceLogic’s SL1 Automation Engine to Accelerate Digital 

Transformation 

29 August 2018 
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ScienceLogic today announced a partnership with HCL Technologies. The partnership will address the 

growing need for automated IT Operations among HCL’s enterprise customers as they embark on digital 

transformation initiatives. 

 

Applying machine learning to IT operations has remained elusive due to the challenges of collecting, 

organizing and acting on fragmented, disparate IT operational data, particularly amid the highly 

dynamic and ephemeral nature of modern cloud-based and hybrid infrastructure and services. The new 

partnership allows DRYiCE, a division of HCL Technologies and an established leader in AIOps 

focused on building AI powered products & platforms, to leverage the ScienceLogic SL1 Automation 

Engine to provide a consistent source of clean, contextualized operational data in real-time. Clean, 

consistent data enables machine learning engines to power AIOps and drive automation of key IT 

processes for HCL’s enterprise customers. 

 

“Our customers are increasingly relying on HCL Technologies for guidance and support in their digital 

transformation journeys,” said Kalyan Kumar, Global CTO at HCL Technologies. “DRYiCE products & 

platforms have traditionally helped our customers to transform and simplify their IT operations. By 

leveraging artificial intelligence, machine learning and automation we intend to consistently deliver 

quality services and insights to our customers. SL1 will help accelerate those capabilities so that we and 

our customers alike remain competitive today and well into the future.” 

 

ScienceLogic SL1 provides automated real-time discovery and synchronization across both application 

and infrastructure topology, integrating with new and existing ecosystem components and populating 

CMDBs with timely and accurate data from a clean data lake. This drives higher quality machine 

learning and enables AIOps processes to greatly alleviate the burden on IT operations personnel. 

 

“We are delighted to partner with HCL Technologies in such an important aspect of their business, 

providing clean, contextualized, and actionable data that enables machine learning, automation and 

improved service delivery for their enterprise customers,” said Dave Link, CEO and Founder of 

ScienceLogic. “DRYiCE has deep capability in AI and related technologies that is being enhanced by 

tie-ups with academia and a strong partner ecosystem. The adoption of AIOps has grown rapidly and 

HCL’s adoption of SL1 validates the importance of this market segment.” 

 

HCL provides outsourced IT management services to some of the largest enterprises on the planet. 

DRYiCE, a division of HCL Technologies, is an established leader in AIOps delivering enterprise-grade 

solutions to reimagine clients’ IT & business landscape by leveraging AI. With SL1 in place, HCL will 

help its enterprise customers transform and modernize their IT infrastructure and applications and keep 

pace with rapidly changing customer expectations through more advanced digitization and automation 

of key IT systems and processes. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Helsport Saves Time and Improves Accuracy with Centric PLM 

28 August 2018 

Centric Software is delighted to announce the release of a success story about its customer, Helsport. 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/30August2018.doc%23Contents
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Helsport is a Norwegian family owned and run company, founded in 1951. From the very first sleeping 

bags developed in 1954, to the world’s first tunnel tent in 1970 and the lightest tents in the world in 

2014, Helsport is synonymous with innovation in the outdoor market. The Scandinavian manufacturer 

first produced sleeping bags and tents for alpinism, expeditions and hiking before diversifying their 

product portfolio to include additional ranges of their core products and branching out into other outdoor 

gear. 

“Before Helsport started using Centric Software, they were using some other very simple PLM systems. 

But they weren’t complete,” explains John Atkinson, Development Manager at Helpsort. 

Since implementing Centric PLM, Helsport have seen a marked improvement with product data 

accuracy and increased visibility into product development saving time spent manually entering and 

searching for information. 

“So (now) we have Centric: one source, one place where everything is stored. It’s searchable, you can 

filter out everything you don’t need. I save a lot of time just not having to re-enter information per 

product. With Centric, the accuracy is improved drastically, which also obviously reduces time and 

that’s been a huge improvement for us in having one version of the truth,” says Bjorn Saetnan, Product 

Designer at Helsport. 

“We can spend less time on paperwork or computer work; more on designing. Working with our 

suppliers, communication is a big part of designing the product so reducing that time to a minimum is a 

very crucial point and with Centric, we can get there much faster,” says Jarle Narud, Product Designer at 

Helsport. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

The Industrial Internet Consortium Publishes Industrial Networking Enabling IIoT Communication 

White Paper  

29 August 2018 

The Industrial Internet Consortium® (IIC™), the world’s leading organization transforming business 

and society by accelerating the adoption of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), today announced the 

IIC Industrial Networking Enabling IIoT Communication white paper. The paper serves as an 

introductory guide on industrial networking for IIoT system designers and network engineers, and offers 

practical solutions based on key usage scenarios. 

“Industrial networking is the foundation of IIoT,” said David Zhe Lou, Chief Researcher, Huawei 

Technologies. “There are many choices of networking technologies depending on the application, the 

industrial network, deployment situation and conditions, but there is no universal or preferred industrial 

networking solution.” 

Industrial networking infrastructure and technologies reside at the IP layer and below, and enable 

industrial assets, such as machines, sites and environments, to connect to the business professionals 

supporting applications across a wide range of industry sectors. Industrial networking technologies 

provide the foundation for applications that enable manufacturing productivity and profitability. 

“IIoT applications have different needs depending on the industrial application and therefore demand 

robust, flexible and secure networks,” said Cliff Whitehead, Business Development Manager, Rockwell 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/29August2018.doc%23Contents
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Automation. “This white paper will help IIoT system designers and network engineers understand the 

tradeoffs they can consider when designing an industrial network architecture that will be a strong 

foundation for current and future IIoT scenarios.” 

Industrial networking is different from networking for the enterprise or networking for consumers. For 

example, IIoT system designers and network engineers need to make decisions about using wired or 

wireless communications. They have to figure out how to support mobility applications such as vehicles, 

equipment, robots and workers. They must also consider the lifecycle of deployments, physical 

conditions, such as those found in mining and agriculture, and technical requirements, which can vary 

from relaxed to highly demanding.   

"Networking technologies range from industry-specific to universal, such as the emerging 5G, which 

meets diverse industrial needs,” continued Jan Höller, Research Fellow at Ericsson. “Industrial 

developers need guidance when devising solutions to select the right networking technologies, and this 

white paper is the first step to providing the missing methods and tools.” 

The Industrial Networking Enabling IIoT Communication white paper sets the stage for the Industrial 

Internet Network Framework (IINF), which will complement the Industrial Internet Connectivity 

Framework (IICF) by detailing requirements and best available technologies for the lower three layers of 

the industrial internet communication stack. 

The full IIC Industrial Networking Enabling IIoT Communication white paper and a list of IIC members 

who contributed can be found on the IIC website. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Kuka Launches Smart Factory as a Service 

27 August 2018 

MHP, KUKA and Munich Re are bundling their synergies and jointly developing the innovative 

‘SmartFactory as a Service’ concept. The combining of core competencies in software integration, 

automation technology, systems engineering as well as risk and financial management is creating 

visionary production solutions for the requirements of the future. 

Mastering the challenges of the future 

Manufacturing companies have to react ever more quickly to changing customer requirements. Flexible 

production sequences – with, for example, the possibility of modifying product types or quantities at 

will – are becoming increasingly important. At the same time, quality and profitability must not 

suffer. SmartFactory as a Service enables companies to master the challenges of the future 

through completely digitalized production sequences.  

Intelligent factory: from the idea through to the finished solution 

SmartFactory as a Service is the product of intelligent cooperation between MHP, KUKA and Munich 

Re to combine their core competencies in software integration, automation technology, systems 

engineering and risk and financial management. Together with further partners from the automotive 

industry, new production solutions are being developed and tested for dynamically changing customer 

requirements.  
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With this combined know-how, the initiative is not only able to support its customers from the initial 

idea right through to the finished solution; the company is also able to advise customers on the various 

smart networking opportunities for everyday production brought about by Industrie 4.0 and how to 

minimize risks at the same time. The intelligent factory allows customers to use scalable, fully automatic 

and adaptable production capacities as a service at variable cost. It also shortens traditional market 

launch times and offers maximum reliability and quality through integrated risk management. 

Seminars, expert presentations and events 

The ‘SmartFactory as a Service’ in the ‘Werksviertel’ of Munich stands for innovation and 

exclusivity and provides an invitation to important seminars, special company events and 

exceptional expert presentations. The innovative structure makes it possible to acquire a deep 

understanding of the meaning of intelligent production in the age of digitalization. Besides the use of the 

location, an option is provided to use the daily accrued data sets of the demonstrator. 

Overview of ‘SmartFactory as a Service’ 

Already today, ‘SmartFactory as a Service’ demonstrates that the flexible production systems of the 

future know no limits. A broad spectrum of services, machines, robots and software platforms can be 

linked to one another without making system operation too complex. In fact, an intuitive interface makes 

‘SmartFactory as a Service’ easy to use for every customer. ‘SmartFactory as a Service’ is capable of 

manufacturing, packaging and delivering a highly customized product in an extremely short cycle time. 

The product is a puzzle, manufactured in a batch size of 1, that the customers can take home with them. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Lantek appoints Alberto López de Biñaspre as the company's new CEO 

30 August 2018 

Lantek announces the appointment and incorporation of Alberto López de Biñaspre Maurolagoitia as the 

company’s new CEO. 

López de Biñaspre has more than 16 years of international experience leading global teams, with a clear 

focus on promoting and fostering corporate culture and developing talent, as well as a solid reputation as 

a creator of committed and high performing teams.  

A business development specialist, his professional career has focused on managing international 

projects and operations, as well as providing differentiated service offerings to generate trust in 

customers and achieve new consolidated business flows for continuous growth. He speaks several 

languages (German, English and French), which has allowed him to manage multicultural teams, thus 

expanding and integrating international collaboration. 

In recent years he has worked for General Electric, a North American multinational, where he has held 

positions of responsibility in different areas of the company, most recently in the Grid Automation 

business. Within this division, he acted as Managing Director of the GE plant in Zamudio with a staff of 

200 and 70 million euros in revenue.  López de Biñaspre was also Director of P&L for Europe, Russia, 

CIS countries and sub-Saharan Africa, with a team of 450 professionals, achieving a turnover of over 

200 million euros. Previously, he was in charge of Engineering and Projects services for EMEA 

(Europe, Middle East and Africa) and Southern Europe, amongst other roles. 
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He holds an Engineering Degree in Automation and Industrial Electronics from the University of Deusto 

and is certified in Advanced Project Management by the University of Mondragón.  He is PMP certified 

by the Project Management Institute and is a Senior Member of the IEEE. He has also completed several 

leadership programs at the GE Global Leadership Institute in New York and the Advanced Management 

Program at IE Business School, thereby completing his management training. He has also authored 

numerous technical articles published in the media. 

With this appointment, Lantek aims to consolidate itself as leader in the market and underpin its firm 

commitment to the digital transformation of the sheet metal industry. 

Click here to return to Contents  

 

LG CNS strengthens platform business with brand management 

22 August 2018 

(translated from Korean) LG CNS is a leading provider of AI Big Data, Smart Factory, Block Chain, 

Internet (IoT), Smart City, Service, and smart energy. The company is launching a brand of platform and 

solution strategy and strengthening its platform business.  

 

Strategic brand is a platform with high future growth and technological differentiation, LG CNS will 

focus on it and lead the future IT technology market.  

 

LG CNS's strategic branding means that it will lead the platform and solution-based business model as 

well as enabling efficient digital transformation of customer business by providing the core technology 

of the fourth industrial revolution as a platform that customers can trust and choose Is included.  

 

Based on this brand management, LG CNS has a leading position in all areas from SI / SM to platform / 

solution business. LG CNS is promoting differentiated technology and services and customer trust in 

B2B area.   

 

Strategic Brand Launch in Seven New Technology Sectors, including Big Data, Smart Factory, Block 

Chain, and IoT  

 

LG CNS's strategic brand names customers intuitively to understand the nature of technology and the 

strengths of the LG CNS. 

 

For example, the name "Fatova" is a combination of "Factory" with the meaning of "smart factory 

platform" and "value" with LG CNS technology.  

 

In addition, by applying a design that emphasizes coherence (see attached image), LG CNS can identify 

the unique technology, thereby increasing the reliability of the technology.  

 

○ Factova - Smart Factory This is a smart factory platform that adds value to the factory. It uses the 

latest technologies such as Big Data and Internet (IoT) to intelligently automate the factory. To the next 

level. It is an integrated platform that integrates the manufacturing capabilities of LG affiliates for 20 

years and can be applied to everything from merchandising planning to production and logistics.  
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InfioT (INFioT) - The IoT platform means 'Infinite Scalable Internet (IoT)' platform. It can collect and 

store data from various IoT devices and serve as an intelligent analysis using AI.  

 

○ DAP - It is a multi-cloud based artificial intelligence combined big data analysis platform. It enables a 

series of big data processing and analysis, from data collection to analysis and visualization, in a cloud 

of the form desired by the customer, and also provides a new service development environment utilizing 

AI.  

 

○ Monachain – (block chain) It is a combination of monaural and block chain. Science, philosophy, and 

arts, Leonardo Da Vinci's monumental work, such as the Mona Lisa, is meant to consolidate its leading 

position in a variety of areas including public, finance, and communications. It provides enterprise core 

block chain platform with three core services: digital certification, digital community currency, and 

digital supply chain management.  

 

○ Cityhub – (Smart City) It is a smart city platform and serves as 'City' hub. LG CNS 'Infioti' internet 

platform and AI Big Data Platform 'D-EP' will be installed to collect data and provide services across 

the entire city, enabling integrated control in smart cities.  

 

○ Orott – (Robot Service) As a robot service platform, it means 'a technology that is full of nothing.' It 

can control various kinds of robots such as guidance, cleaning, and expenses in cooperation with the 

existing IT system of the organization providing the robot service and providing the differentiated 

customer experience.  

 

○ Enerdict – (Smart Energy) Smart energy solution means 'Predict accurately the flow of energy'. It 

builds new renewable energy and energy storage system (ESS) such as solar power, wind power, and 

fuel cell and combines AI big data technology to provide optimal energy efficiency and one-dimensional 

energy management service.  

 

LG CNS will continue to expand its strategic brands by launching new cloud platforms in the second 

half of the year.  

 

LG CNS will also launch brand marketing to advertise its strategic brands through various channels such 

as SNS, technical exhibitions and exhibitions. We will strengthen the image of LG CNS, which is 

technically oriented, by capitalizing on strategic brands and spreading them to customers and industry.  

 

LG CNS official said, "We will secure a leading position in all aspects of IT services, including platform 

and solution-based businesses, as well as SI and SM businesses, which already have strengths,” he said.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

LMGI Unveils Branding with a Fresh New Face 

28 August 2018 

LMGI, a Siemens PLM reseller partner, consultant, and technology expert for manufacturers across New 
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England, today introduced the company's new branding, including a new logo, website, and a refined 

message. The rebranding reflects both the evolution and growth of the company as well as its vision for 

the future. 

Since 1999, LMGI has been delivering world-class technology solutions combined with years of 

industry expertise and extensive product knowledge. LMGI helps small-to-mid-sized manufacturers 

adopt and succeed with world-class Siemens PLM and CAD/CAM/CAE software solutions. 

The company’s core values are the foundation for both the visual elements of the brand as well as the 

messaging. Those core values are: 

 RELATIONSHIPS ABOVE ALL ELSE: as a trusted advisor, LMGI puts customer interests 

first. 

 GENUINE INTEGRITY: LMGI operates with honesty, transparency, authenticity, and sincerity. 

 KNOWLEDGE: LMGI consultants have first-hand industry experience and decades of Siemens 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software expertise. 

 COMMITMENT TO THE PERFECT FIT: LMGI consciously fits right-sized technology 

solutions to each customer by understanding their businesses from the inside out. 

"Our brand transformation better represents where the company is today — as well as our vision for the 

future — as we continue creating customers for life,” said Rick Loring, LMGI President. “Our core 

values have always put our customers and manufacturer partners first. Now our branding better conveys 

the values we live by daily.” 

The LMGI name, originally the initials of the founders, now stands for “Lifecycle Management” (the 

future of manufacturing technology) and “Genuine Integrity” (how LMGI puts customers first). 

The typeface in the new LMGI logo was chosen to represent the continued evolution of technology and 

the lifecycle of product design. The logo icon has four corners that represent the four core values as well 

as LMGI’s commitment to helping manufacturers prepare for the future of design and product 

development. 

The new LMGI website is not only a source of company and Siemens product information, it will 

become a repository of technical how-to information as its new blog and upcoming video library 

expand. The ultimate goal is to assist visitors that are looking for solutions or advice on the use of 

Siemens PLM solutions and the latest in industry innovations. 

While the brand, logo, and website have changed to better represent what the company is today, LMGI 

has been innovating and supporting the ever-evolving world of PLM and PDM for nearly 20 years. The 

LMGI team challenges the status quo by continuously researching what customers need to more 

efficiently and cost effectively design and manufacture better products. LMGI not only helps clients 

select the right software, they also help them implement it to extract its full potential throughout the 

product lifecycle, saving customers time and reducing operations costs. 

"It has never been a more exciting time than now at LMGI,” adds Loring. “This new branding better 

reflects our enthusiasm, customer focus, and support for partner technologies.” 

To see the real life faces of LMGI in person, manufacturing industry professionals can participate in 

Solid Edge University in Boston on August 30, 2018 — registration is free. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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LTS Expands To U.S.A. 

31 August 2018 

In July 2018, Longterm Technology Services announced their expansion to the USA.  Longterm 

Technology Services INC. (LTS) is a provider of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) technologies 

and services, including industry solutions from Siemens PLM Software.Specializing in CAD, CAM, 

CAE and PDM, helping companies establish a competitive advantage by optimizing their processes, 

from planning and development through manufacturing, production and support. 

Their new location is located in Troy, Michigan. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

MarTech Breakthrough Names Cloudinary Winner of “Best Digital Asset Management Platform” 

Award 

22 August 2018 

MarTech Breakthrough announced that Cloudinary is the winner of the 2018 MarTech Breakthrough 

Award for “Best Digital Asset Management Platform.” 

Managing a growing media library requires a central hub from which teams can search and browse the 

library, tag and organize files, manipulate and distribute assets, and track performance. Cloudinary 

enables efficient management of assets by streamlining the entire lifecycle, from ingestion and 

organization to manipulation, optimization and distribution via comprehensive APIs and a management 

console with performance dashboards. 

“With the digitization of the end-to-end marketing and development processes, Digital Asset 

Management solutions are an increasingly critical component of team collaboration and business 

success,” said James Johnson, managing director, MarTech Breakthrough. “By integrating with content 

management systems (CMS), product information management (PIM) systems, as well as project 

management tools, Cloudinary DAM delivers a connected journey from asset creation and organization 

to manipulation and end-user delivery. We extend our sincere congratulations to Cloudinary on their 

2018 MarTech Breakthrough Award.” 

The mission of the MarTech Breakthrough Awards is to honor excellence and recognize the innovation, 

hard work and success in a range of marketing, sales and advertising technology related categories, 

including marketing automation, market research and customer experience, AdTech, SalesTech, 

marketing analytics, content and social marketing, mobile marketing and many more. This year’s 

program attracted more than 2,000 nominations from over 12 different countries throughout the world. 

“Visual storytelling is the most powerful way that companies can connect with their intended audiences, 

and Cloudinary empowers teams with the tools to better drive that connection and engagement,” said Itai 

Lahan, Co-founder and CEO, Cloudinary. “We are pleased to receive this 2018 MarTech Breakthrough 

Award for the Cloudinary DAM solution and consider it a testament to the team’s hard work and 

dedication.” 

The Cloudinary DAM solution aims to bridge the gap between asset management and delivery, 
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empowering organizations to maximize the value of assets, streamline asset workflows and optimize the 

end-user experiences. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PTC’s ThingWorx Ranked as Top Smart Manufacturing Platform 

29 August 2018 

PTC today announced its ThingWorx® Industrial Innovation Platform was ranked as the top smart 

manufacturing platform in [a research firm’s analysis]. 

Platforms from 11 major vendors were analyzed by criteria such as innovation and implementation, 

including each firm’s overall business model, partnerships, product functionality, and system integration 

capabilities. ThingWorx received top scores in overall innovation, including its compelling use of 

augmented reality (AR) and tied for the top spot in its digital twin functionality and protocol adaptability 

and device connectivity. 

“Industrial companies choose PTC to capitalize on the transformative value of the IoT, elevating their 

position in the competitive market and achieving the full potential of a smart, connected business,” said 

Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. “We are honored by this accolade… that recognizes our 

innovation and positions PTC as the industry leader. With the ongoing support from customers and our 

strategic partnership with Rockwell Automation, PTC will continue to deliver on our commitment to the 

industrial space.” 

Additionally, PTC’s ThingWorx was rated the overall leading platform with advanced innovative 

initiatives across transformative technologies. ThingWorx is comprised of a rapid application 

development platform, advanced analytics, connectivity, machine learning, augmented reality, and 

integration with leading device clouds. Together, these beginning-to-end capabilities enable users to 

create revolutionary applications and services to achieve IoT-driven business transformation and support 

digital initiatives across various industries. 

The recognition continues a long string of industry recognition from press and industry analysts around 

the world. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

SAP Ariba Announces Datacenters in Middle East 

27 August 2018 

The race to digitize business is on among companies across the Middle East. And SAP Ariba wants to 

help them win. The company today announced that it has launched datacenters co-located with SAP in 

United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, giving companies secure, local access to market-leading 

solutions they can use to digitize procurement and transform their operations. 

“Technology is fundamentally altering the way that businesses operate,” said Mohammed AlKhotani, 

General Manager, head of SAP Ariba Middle East and North Africa. “Companies across the Middle 

East and North Africa are at the forefront of this digital transformation, and SAP Ariba is committed to 
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delivering innovative solutions that enable them to push the limits of what is possible and move their 

businesses forward.” 

SAP Ariba offers a comprehensive range of cloud-based solutions that companies can use to manage the 

entire source-to-settle process with greater speed, efficiency and intelligence. Buyers, for instance, can 

automate everything from sourcing and orders to invoices and payments, while controlling spending, 

finding new sources of savings and building a healthy supply chain. And suppliers can connect with 

profitable customers and scale their relationships, simplifying sales cycles and improving cash control. 

And with the launch of datacenters co-located within SAP facilities in the United Arab Emirates and 

Saudi Arabia, these state-of-the-art procurement applications can now be accessed locally. SAP is 

among the first multi-national technology companies to open a cloud data center in the UAE as part of 

its 5-year USD 200 million investment plan for the UAE and in Saudi Arabia, empowering Saudi Vision 

2030 and beyond. 

More than 3.4 million companies – including more than 104,000 in the Middle East and North Africa - 

use SAP Ariba’s solutions to connect and collaborate around more than $2.1 trillion in commerce on an 

annual basis. Companies like: 

 Easa Saleh Al Gurg Group (ESAG), one of the top four companies in the Arab world according 

to Forbes Middle East, which replaced several point applications with SAP Ariba’s single, 

integrated platform which it is using alongside its SAP ERP system to drive a more transparent 

and collaborative sourcing process. 

 Gulf News, the top ranked newspaper in UAE, that is leveraging SAP Ariba’s cloud-based 

sourcing solutions and business network to discover, connect and more efficiently transact with 

its global suppliers and improve its bottom line. 

 Emdadat, which has built a digital marketplace through which medical providers and suppliers 

can connect and collaborate across the entire procurement process to increase their efficiency 

and improve the quality of healthcare across the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia using SAP Ariba as 

the foundation. 

To learn more about SAP Ariba’s solutions and the value they can deliver for your organization, visit 

www.ariba.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Schneider Electric to open new "Workplace of the Future" in Edmonton 

29 August 2018 

Schneider Electric has announced its decision to relocate its current operations in Edmonton to a newly 

constructed, larger space in March 2019 to meet increased market demand. As well as becoming the new 

workplace for all existing Edmonton employees, the company will also be adding additional employee 

positions to support growth. 

"By design, this facility will offer an open, energizing, productive and safe collaborative space for our 

employees, and will showcase both the Schneider Electric brand and our EcoStruxure products in use 

throughout the facility," said Susan Uthayakumar, President of Schneider Electric Canada. "I am 

confident this change will evoke a positive response from our customers, suppliers, and employees alike, 
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and will serve to meet the demands of the market for years to come." 

The move to 77,000 square feet of floorspace from its existing 59,000 square foot location will provide 

Schneider Electric with enough capacity to introduce production of Ready-To-Install compatible power 

panelboards to the current production of QED switchboards, motor control centers and lighting 

panelboards. 

Next year, all 102 existing employees currently at two separately leased locations will begin working at 

the new facility, located at Edmonton's Henday Industrial Park. The facility will offer mixed-use office 

space and a production floor to accommodate current Global Supply Chain operations, Edmonton sales 

and Edmonton service employees. 

This new facility includes full office integration of connected products, edge control and analytics 

software on the plant floor for a "Smart Factory" environment. By using its own energy management 

products and solutions throughout the facility, Schneider Electric is ensuring energy resources are used 

as effectively as possible. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Swiss Rollstar AG relies on CONTACT Software 

27 August 2018 

The Swiss Rollstar AG develops innovative drive solutions that are in demand worldwide in tunnel 

construction, the cement and metallurgical industries, machine tool manufacturers and other sectors. The 

company exports over 90 percent of its planetary gears and hydraulic motors manufactured individually 

for customers in modular design. Now Rollstar has entrusted CONTACT Software Schweiz AG with a 

comprehensive PLM project. 

Rollstar wants to make the processes in the company as well as with customers and partners more 

consistent and agile. In future, the drive specialist will use CIM Database PLM to control, secure and 

document its product development process from the initial idea to development and production. 

"We want to bring our products to market faster and be prepared for new requirements", design manager 

Patrick Rauch outlines Rollstar's goals. "CIM Database offers everything we need". 

"The flexibly scalable CONTACT Elements platform, on which CIM Database is based, is perfectly 

suited for the medium-sized Swiss industry", emphasizes Michael S. Murgai, Managing Director of 

CONTACT Software Schweiz AG. "Its powerful modular system, which we are continuously expanding 

with the latest technologies, ensures a fast ROI and the innovative ability of the companies". 

Rollstar starts with the data and workflow management of CIM Database for CAD data and documents, 

articles and parts lists and replaces previous solutions. In addition, the product configurator and ERP 

system will be connected to the new PLM platform and the complete engineering change management 

will be organized over it. Later expansion stages concern requirements and project management as well 

as the calculation of project and product costs. 

Rollstar products can be found wherever maximum drive torques are required in the tightest of spaces. 

The Swiss manufacturer scores with a high vertical range of manufacture and produces all motors and 

gearboxes in house with the exception of heat treatment. "With the introduction of CIM Database, we 

ensure a seamless flow of information throughout the entire product life cycle," says Rauch. "In this way 
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we can guarantee the quality for which we are known in the future as well". 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Vera Welcomes Carlos Delatorre as Chief Executive Officer 

28 August 2018 

Vera today announced that Carlos Delatorre has been appointed as Chief Executive Officer. Delatorre 

most recently served as Chief Revenue Officer at MongoDB, Inc. where he led the company to achieve 

4X growth in less than 4 years, enabling MongoDB to be the first database company to IPO in over two 

decades. Ajay Arora, Vera’s co-founder and founding CEO, will transition to serve as Chief Strategy 

Officer to help Delatorre scale the business, drive corporate strategy and continue to serve on the 

company’s Board of Directors. Additionally, today Vera announced a capital investment by BMW i 

Ventures led by the firm’s partner, Zach Barasz. 

“Carlos brings top notch go-to-market knowledge along with strong operational expertise, and I am 

thrilled to welcome him to the team,” said Arora. “When it comes to finding your successor, I wanted 

the transition to be smooth, transparent and exciting for employees and customers. Carlos checked all 

the right boxes. He understands the compelling value Vera brings to the market, given the current and 

growing focus on data protection and privacy. I’m confident Vera will continue to innovate to allow 

organizations to collaborate freely and share information securely.” 

“From documents to CAD files, photos to emails, data moves more freely than ever, and Vera's leading 

technology allows people and organizations to share all kinds of information, safely,” said Zach Barasz, 

Partner at BMW i Ventures. “We believe that Vera is at an important inflection point in its growth curve 

and with the addition of Carlos, we're excited to join the journey." 

Prior to his role at MongoDB, Delatorre served several leadership roles including SVP of Sales at 

DynamicOps, where his team delivered 300% growth, culminating in a successful acquisition by 

VMware, Inc. in 2013 and BladeLogic, which enjoyed a successful IPO and was later acquired by BMC. 

Delatorre also held leadership roles at ClearSlide, IMlogic, Oblix and Parametric Technology 

Corporation. 

“I’m excited to join Vera at this pivotal point in the company’s evolution,” said Delatorre. “In a very 

short period of time, it’s become evident that Vera’s focus on privacy and protecting sensitive data 

resonates loudly in the marketplace. The company enjoys significant, patented product advantage and 

has assembled a fantastic team. I’m confident that the ingredients are in place to rapidly expand our 

customer base and grow the business. The future is bright for Vera!” 

Over the past year, Vera has been heavily focused on scaling its data-centric security platform and 

enhancing users’ ability to access secure files across devices, operations systems and repositories 

by providing its customers with a fully agentless experience. The newly introduced browser-based 

editing capabilities follow the release of Vera for Mail in November 2017, which introduced the 

industry’s first data security platform that protects both email and enterprise content with dynamic 

encryption and granular control. An evolution of its Vera for Files offering, Vera for Mail spurred strong 

business performance as the company closed the year by announcing GE as Vera’s largest customer win 

to date. 
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Zensar partners with PTC ThingWorx to deliver next-generation IoT capabilities 

21 August 2018 

Zensar announced that it has signed a Global OEM partnership with PTC. The scope of the agreement 

involves collaboration in the areas of Retail, Hi-Tech and Manufacturing. Zensar will build and offer 

IOT solutions in these areas to joint customer prospects. 

Commenting on this partnership, Sandeep Kishore, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, 

Zensar said, “We are increasingly focusing on partnering with industry’s leading technology companies 

like PTC to build on our offerings as customers get ready to embrace the digital wave. IoT is one of the 

key focus areas for our innovation arm, the ZenLabs, and this partnership with PTC comes at the right 

time as our customers are relying on us to help them navigate IoT more confidently.” 

“IoT driven platforms is the future of how enterprises will accelerate operations to meet the changing 

innovation landscape. At ZenLabs, our team is involved in creating value for varied customers and this 

partnership solidifies our IoT strategy. We look forward to collaborating closely with PTC to develop 

future ready solutions on ThingWorx platform,” said Ullas Nambiar, Chief Technology Officer, Zensar. 

“With ThingWorx, the leading Application Enablement Platform, PTC looks to address Application 

areas across different industries. ISV/OEM partners complete the Application offerings for PTC. Zensar 

has a clear IOT vision and strategy. With this partnership, we look forward to jointly addressing new 

industries and geographies.” – Kalyan Sridhar, VP and Country Head, PTC India 

“We are excited about the partnership with Zensar. This enhances our Global ISV/OEM ecosystem and 

will address the needs of new industries and help bring about digital transformation for customers. The 

ThingWorx platform has been successfully leveraged by partners across the world. We are confident 

Zensar will be able to build comprehensive IOT offerings for the Global market with PTC” – Kurt Bager 

C, Vice President, IOT Business Unit, EMEA and India, PTC 

Global customers of both Zensar and PTC will benefit from the inherent benefits from implementing 

IoT platform led solutions. Enterprises are looking for simple, ready-to-deploy solutions enabled by IoT 

to bring in convenience and operational excellence. They are looking for ready-to-use platforms that are 

cloud-enabled, secure, flexible, meeting their needs seamlessly. The challenge most enterprises face in 

the implementation process revolves around worries related to security and selection of the right IoT 

platform that best meets their business objectives. This partnership will enable a customer to work with 

a trusted System Integrator like Zensar, coupled with the PTC ThingWorx platform. As part of the 

partnership, a customer has access to the best of both. 

As a part of this partnership, Zensar will build and bundle the solutions along with the ThingWorx 

platform and implement for client needs as a single vendor. All customers who have similar platforms 

running in their backend and are looking for customization will have this advantage too. The Zensar 

team is equipped to provide customization, extensions services on the platform.    

Click here to return to Contents 
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Events News 

Autodesk to Present at Citi Global Technology Conference 

29 August 2018 

Autodesk, Inc. will present at the Citi Global Technology Conference in New York, on Wednesday, 

September 5 at 10:20 a.m. Eastern Time.  A live webcast, replay and podcast of the presentations will be 

available through Autodesk's Investor Relations Website at www.autodesk.com/investors.  Please go to 

the Website at least 15 minutes early to register, download and install necessary software.  For more 

information, please call Autodesk Investor Relations at 415-507-6373. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Leaders in Complex Manufacturing Converge at iBASEt 'Excelerate' Business Conference 

23 August 2018 

iBASEt today announced it will host a distinguished group of business leaders focused on complex 

manufacturing at Excelerate, the Company's annual business conference. The event takes place Oct. 22-

25, 2018 at the Laguna Cliffs Marriott Resort & Spa in Dana Point, California. 

The 2018 conference will emphasize the digital revolution that is changing the manufacturing industry. 

Excelerate 2018 will serve as an environment for the world's leading manufacturers to network, 

exchange best practices and identify the most pressing challenges and opportunities in the industry.   

"We're very excited to bring together some of the industry's top complex manufacturing minds for 

another Excelerate business conference. This year's event is shaping up to be the best yet, with a fully 

packed agenda of thought leaders sharing ideas," said Naveen Poonian, COO at iBASEt. "Complex 

manufacturing industries are increasingly moving towards higher levels of connectivity and a digital 

thread. We're excited to show our users the value that their investments in iBASEt's Digital 

Manufacturing Suite can deliver." 

The event will include: 

 Keynote address from Tom Captain, retired Deloitte LLP Vice Chairman and Global Aerospace 

and Defense Leader, who has three decades of experience in engaging international 

manufacturers on business transformation initiatives 

 Women in Manufacturing keynotes and breakout sessions with a focus on discussions to support, 

promote and inspire women in the manufacturing industry 

 Rick Franzosa, Research Director, Supply Chain Technology at Gartner will keynote present The 

Value of MES in your Digital Manufacturing Vision. This presentation will cover the value MES 

provides as a foundational requirement for digital manufacturing, keys to success, and how to 

avoid common pitfalls in MES selection and deployment. 

 An educational workshop offered by the Manufacturing Operations Management Institute and 

led by Jan Snoeij, President and Senior Business Consultant at MOMi, which provides a 

comprehensive set of independent education programs and workshops to manufacturers. The 

workshop will address key questions with respect to the deployment of MES/MOM as a step 
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towards Smart Manufacturing (Industry 4.0) 

 An exclusive plant tour of Virgin Orbit's manufacturing operations in Long Beach, California, 

just prior to the start of the conference. 

 Updates on the new features of iBASEt's Digital Manufacturing suite of products and the 

company's vision and strategy for cloud computing in complex discrete manufacturing. 

For more information about Excelerate, or to register, please visit: http://excelerate.ibaset.com/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Medtec Japan 2019 to Highlight Medical Device Design and Manufacturing Industry in Tokyo 

21 August 2018 

Asia's largest exhibition and conference dedicated to the Medical Device Design and Manufacturing 

industry, "Medtec Japan 2019" will be held in Tokyo from 18th Mon - 20th Wed March 2019. 

Over 560 exhibitors from some 25 countries around the world exhibited their latest technologies and 

services last year in Japan, the second largest medical device market in the world after the United States. 

With a rapidly aging population and rising demand for increasingly sophisticated treatments, the medical 

devices industry is one of the few sectors that have seen continuous and steady growth. 

Over 31,000 visitors attended the previous event from nearly 30 countries, including the United 

States, Europe, ASEAN countries, China, Korea and many more. Medtec Japan is a highly targeted 

event, with over 60% of visitors coming from medical device manufacturers. Among them are buyers 

and R&D staff from companies such as Terumo Corporation, Olympus Corporation, Nihon Kohden 

Corporation, OMRON Corporation, PHC Co., Ltd., Kawasumi Laboratories Inc., Nipro Corporation, 

Fukuda Denshi Co., Ltd., JMS Co., Ltd., Create Medic Co., Ltd., HOYA Corporation, Konica Minolta, 

Inc.,  Canon Medical Systems Corporation, Sysmex Corporation, FujiFilm Corporation, Toray Medical 

Co., Ltd., GC Co., Ltd., J. Morita Mfg. Corp, Yoshida Seisakusho Co., Ltd., and Eisakusho Co., Ltd. 

Medtec Japan Comprises of Nine Specific Areas: 

 Plastics Technology Area 

 Metal Processing & Machine Tool Area 

 Measurement and Inspection Area 

 Robot & Mechatronics Area 

 Packaging / Sterilization / Disposable Area 

 CAD/CAM/RP Area 

 Consulting Area 

 Bionics Technology Area 

 Security Area 

Medtec Japan is co-located with five other exhibitions: 
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 ElectroMED JapanSemiconductor, ICs, sensors, processors, EDAs, laser technologies, batteries, 

power adapters, cameras, Lenses, monitors, MEMS technology, graphics interfaces, motors, 

Communications & Networking Devices, X-ray, CT, MRI, etc. 

 Smart Health JapanWearable devices, apps, software, OS, interface hardware, health 

entertainment, wireless technology, telecommunication equipment, telecommunication carriers, 

integration, procurement electronic components and OEM products, etc. 

 Test Kit JapanFinished products, manufacturing technology, parts & materials for testing kits 

such as blood test kits, influenza test kits, allergy test kits, STD test kits, cancer test kits, DNA 

test kits, etc. 

 Care/Welfare Robot & Device ExpoManufacture and development of care support robots & 

machines, communication robots, rehabilitation and welfare devices, etc. 

 Medical CITY / Disaster Medical / Innovation for Creative Technology (NEW)Connected 

service / technology, Wi-Fi service / technology, Telecommunication service / technology, 

Signal, Power saving Technology, Censor, Security system, Security camera, GPS, Cloud 

service, Smart Hospital Technology, Service and Technology for Ultra-aging society, Healthcare 

management service/facility/technology, Smart House, AI, Manpower service, Nursing human 

resource development service, Disaster medical, and Medical equipment / Technology for 

Disaster medical 

Putting the Global Spotlight on Japan's cutting-edge Medical Technologies: 

Medtec Japan is one of the ten highly-focused life science related exhibitions that will be held 

concurrently in Tokyounder an umbrella "Japan Life Science Week 2019". Japan Life Science Week 

provides a unique platform for the creation of new business opportunities in the field of medical devices 

and pharmaceuticals, as well as focusing world attention on Japan's cutting-edge medical technologies. 

Medtec Japan 2020 will be held in Tokyo from 18th Mon - 20th Wed March 2020. For more 

information, please visit www.medtecjapan.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PROS to Take Center Stage at London Aviation Festival with Presentation on the Digitization of the 

Airline Industry 

28 August 2018 

PROS® today announced that PROS Principal Surain Adyanthaya will deliver an address at the 

15th annual Aviation Festival, an exhibition and award-winning conference that’s become one of the 

largest and most established aviation shows in the world. The conference and exhibition, scheduled 

for Sept. 5-7, will host more than 3,000 participants from 120 global airlines and 150 exhibition booths. 

Adyanthaya will deliver an address titled “Transforming Offer Optimization and Revenue Management 

with Artificial Intelligence.” Many applications claim to deliver AI and cognitive technologies, and 

often fall short of the strategic value they promise to provide. Adyanthaya will show executives how to 

discern fact from fiction, and how finely tuned and credible AI delivers offer creation and dynamic 

packaging that augments pricing and revenue management strategies. He will also demonstrate real-time 
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dynamic pricing capabilities that enable carriers to deliver personalized offers that increase consumer 

satisfaction and conversions. 

“The digital era is providing unprecedented opportunities for airlines to drive greater speed, intelligence 

and personalization to satisfy the requirements of their customers,” said Adyanthaya. “Airlines are free 

to sever the requirements of legacy systems that bog down their ability to deliver dynamic packaging 

and intelligent offers to their customers. With the computing power available today, airlines are able to 

provide customers real-time dynamic offers with pricing that corresponds with their willingness-to-pay. 

We look forward to showcasing our vision for what we believe is the best and most exciting time for 

airlines across the globe.” 

At the conference, PROS will showcase its Offer Optimization solutions, including eCommerce and 

Revenue Management that put personalization and control in the hands of the airline. PROS serves 

airlines around the world, including 18 of the top 20 on the newest SKYTRAX World Airline Awards. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Sigmetrix to Sponsor the 34th International CAE Conference and Exhibition 

28 August 2018 

Sigmetrix announced today that it will feature its latest tolerance analysis and GD&T / GPS software 

solutions as a sponsor and exhibitor at the International CAE Conference in Vicenza, Italy on October 

8th-9th, 2018. Visitors to the show are invited to experience how Sigmetrix’ offerings complement and 

enhance simulation-based engineering. 

Sigmetrix offers an array of software and training solutions including:  

 CETOL 6σ, a 3D tolerance analysis solution that works with designs from PTC Creo, 

SOLIDWORKS, CATIA V5-6, and NX CAD systems 

 GD&T Advisor, an interactive tool that provides expert guidance on the correct application of 

GD&T / GPS consistent with either the ASME or ISO standards 

 EZtol, a standalone 1-D tolerance stackup analysis tool that works with designs from most 

popular CAD systems as well as CAD-neutral file formats 

 Training on a variety of topics related to GD&T and tolerance analysis 

The International CAE Conference is building on an enviable 34-year track record of commanding 

attention and stimulating discussion about the state of the art and the potential of Engineering 

Simulation. This year’s conference offers a richer, more substantial, and more tightly integrated 

ecosystem than ever. The program includes: 

 Conference sessions with a variety of tracks for industry sectors and enabling technologies; 

 The exhibition, where Industry 4.0 technology providers – including IoT, additive 

manufacturing, augmented reality, robotics, system engineering, cyber security, embedded 

software, and the like – will showcase their products, providing tangible evidence of the 

evolution of product engineering; 

 Side events that will feature contributions from the world of mathematics, robotics, material 

science, high performance computing, and more. These events will set new industry targets 
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based on the needs expressed by various industry associations; 

 The Research Agorà offering a representative sample of the major on-going European research 

projects in the field; 

 The Best Poster Award which testifies to the visionary understanding of the new generation of 

engineers and scientists spanning new fields and also supports the discussion around how 

education should help this evolution. 

All in all, the International CAE Conference and Exhibition 2018 will offer the most intense and 

concentrated forum for all the stakeholders who can benefit from the Engineering Simulation world. 

“The International CAE Conference is an excellent showcase for simulation-based engineering in a 

variety of industries,” said James Stoddard, President of Sigmetrix. “Our revolutionary solutions enable 

product development teams to optimize their designs accounting for manufacturing variation, so they 

can deliver higher quality products.” 

Sigmetrix President James Stoddard will be participating in the “Geometric Dimensioning and 

Tolerancing (GD&T) Workshop” on 9 October 2018. This workshop will demonstrate how companies 

can leverage state-of-the-art GD&T methods and instruments to create more robust hi-tech products 

while containing production costs. 

“We are pleased to have Sigmetrix as a sponsor, and their President, James Stoddard as a speaker this 

year,” stated Stefano Odorizzi, CEO of EnginSoft. “Sigmetrix and Enginsoft have a long history of 

partnering together, having CETOL 6σ, EZtol, and GD&T Advisor within EnginSoft’s extensive 

portfolio of best practices and software products help companies innovate, improve quality throughout 

their supply chain, and ultimately save money.” 

For more information on the International CAE Conference 2018 visit: http://www.caeconference.com/. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Vero to Demo Live Machining and Reverse Engineering at MICRONORA 2018  

29 August 2018 

Three Vero Software brands will present their new versions at MICRONORA 2018, the specialized 

cutting-edge technology trade fair, in Besançon, France, from September 25-28. 

Edgecam, VISI and WorkNC will demonstrate their expertise in design, simulation and high precision 2- 

to 5-axis machining on Stand 203 in Hall C.  For Vero, it is the perfect venue to present its new 

CAD/CAM, Viewer Analyzer and Trade Oriented ERP software solutions. The wide range of 

applications covered by its products are used extensively in numerous industries, including aerospace, 

automotive, electronic, medical device, and domestic appliance markets. 

Edgecam, the CAD/CAM solution for production, provides users with a full set of Mill/Turn simulation 

processes. All cycles and movements are taken into account, along with full modelization of the 

machine, the tailstock and steadies. The simulator offers collision detection including a wide range of 

display options allowing the user to have full control over the simulation process. The part is fully tested 

before mounting on the machine tool. Thanks to its exceptional automation capacity, Edgecam 2018 

capitalizes the know-how of its users, offering simplified and secure programming adapted to all 
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constraints. Edgecam's customization to user parameters and production constraints guarantees fast 

implementation times. 

Edgecam will drive a 5-axis SPEEDIO M 140X2 Mill/Turn machining center from Brother on a partner 

booth - Degomme Boccard Machine Tools - Hall A2.  

VISI offers a wide range of complete solutions, primarily for the mould and die industry, including 

surface and solid modeling, along with 2-, 3- and 5-axis trade oriented machining routines and wire 

EDM. The entire VISI software suite enables the design and production of injection moulds - with the 

VISI Flow material flow analysis - and die stamping tools, with progressive unfolding, blank form 

development and springback.  The Vero booth will feature a live demonstration of the new VISI 2018 

reverse engineering module, which allows users to load a point cluster from an Hexagon Romer 

Absolute arm or an external file, to create a mesh and to optimize it through a variety of modelling 

functions. 

WorkNC, is an automatic CAM solution for 2- to 5-axis complex form milling. Its automated roughing 

and re-roughing toolpaths allow users to reach unprecedented material removal rates with high levels of 

security and reliability. In parallel, WorkNC 2018’s innovative Waveform technology reduces 

machining time while using the shortest and most fragile cutters. 

In addition, Vero Software will be showing Designer, the new simple and intuitive CAD for CAM 

solution, from which both WorkNC and Edgecam benefit, allowing programmers to design and modify 

existing geometry from third-party CAD systems into a fast-dynamic modeling environment.  

And two other Vero systems will be available on the booth - WorkPLAN Solutions, which is tailored to 

meet job and project management needs; and WorkXplore, the collaborative Viewer / Analyzer designed 

to quickly import and analyze files of all types and sizes without requiring the original CAD application. 

Vero Software, Booth 203 - Hall C 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Financial News 

HPE Reports Fiscal 2018 Third Quarter Results  

29 August 2018 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) today announced financial results for its fiscal 2018 third quarter, 

ended July 31, 2018.  

Third Quarter Fiscal Year 2018 Results  

Third quarter net revenue of $7.8 billion was up 4% from the prior-year period and up 1% when 

adjusted for currency. Third quarter GAAP diluted net earnings per share (“EPS”) from continuing 

operations was $0.29, up from GAAP diluted net EPS from continuing operations of $0.17 in the prior-

year period. Third quarter non-GAAP diluted net EPS from continuing operations was $0.44, up from 

non-GAAP diluted net EPS from continuing operations of $0.22 in the prior-year period. Third quarter 

non-GAAP net earnings from continuing operations and non-GAAP diluted net EPS from continuing 

operations exclude after-tax adjustments of $218 million and $0.15 per diluted share, respectively, 

primarily related to the impact of transformation costs, amortization of intangible assets, acquisition and 
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other related charges, an adjustment to earnings from equity interests, excess tax benefits from stock 

based compensation, the impact of U.S. tax reform, and income tax valuation allowances and separation 

taxes.  

“HPE has delivered a strong Q3 and our results prove we have the right strategy to deliver in the areas of 

highest value for our customers.” said Antonio Neri, President and CEO, HPE. “Solid execution across 

each of our business segments, combined with market momentum, will enable us to deliver FY18 

revenue and earnings well beyond our original outlook provided at our Securities Analyst Meeting last 

year.” 

To view the full release, please visit http://investors.hpe.com/~/media/Files/H/HP-Enterprise-

IR/documents/q3-2018/q3-2018-earnings-press-release.pdf  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Implementation Investments 

BeProduct and KASH Apparel Complete PLM Implementation 

27 August 2018 

Fashion technology house BeProduct announces the successful implementation of its design-focused 

Product Lifecycle Management (“PLM”) platform across all American branches of KASH Apparel. 

Headquartered in Los Angeles, California, KASH Apparel develops comprehensive, womenswear 

collections under a flagship womenswear brand, SOCIALITE, as well as other additional in-house labels 

and private label. KASH apparel styles are sold through a network of department and specialty stores in 

the USA and Canada – including Nordstrom - and the company’s supply chain spans continents. As part 

of a local sourcing initiative, some knitwear manufacturing is conducted in L.A., while other products 

are made in Mexico and China. 

In 2017, KASH Apparel’s technical support structure was being strained by the demands of different 

retail clients, a complex supply chain, and the need to design on-trend products for a broad and evolving 

target market. 

“Before BeProduct, we did everything in Excel, and that was causing us serious problems in terms of 

coordination and visibility,” explains Stephanie Kleinjan, Owner/Chief Creative Officer. “Across all our 

departments, information was disjointed, and that had really started to have an impact on our speed to 

market. We needed a single place for everyone to find the right information.” 

The SOCIALITE team had previously attempted to move its product design and development processes 

over to traditional PLM software, but despite a significant investment, the solution had failed to gain 

traction and a replacement needed to be found quickly and at low cost. 

“We chose BeProduct mainly for its ease of use,” adds Kleinjan. “We’d faced a big buy-in problem with 

a previous PLM solution, so we needed something intuitive. For us, BeProduct was like the Mac or 

iPhone of PLM; it was easy to use, built with designers in mind, and it allowed us to work smart and 

reclaim our most valuable asset: time.” 

Following a smooth implementation and onboarding process, KASH now has 45 users of the BeProduct 

social product development solution, and that figure is set to rise as the partnership between the brand 
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and the software house deepens. 

“We were excited to be able to step in and support the team at KASH with their immediate challenges, 

and at the same time I believe we have laid a stable foundation for the future,” says Oshana Pinto, 

BeProduct’s Director of Business Development. “We understand the way creative teams work and 

collaborate, and we believe strongly in developing close relationships that allow us to respond quickly to 

customers’ rapidly-changing needs.” 

KASH Apparel will soon launch its own direct-to-consumer eCommerce channel – something that 

Kleinjan is confident will be far simpler with BeProduct in place. “On top of simply incredible customer 

service and support, with BeProduct we’re getting a level of visibility in one solution that we needed 

multiple systems to achieve before. Everything becomes so much easier when you have a single source 

of information, with all cross-department communication happening in the same platform. We intend to 

have a long and productive partnership with BeProduct.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Bosch opts for CONTACT Software 

30 August 2018 

Bosch opts for open source pioneer CONTACT Software as strategic partner and concludes a 10-year 

master agreement. 

Based on this agreement, all of CONTACT's products for product lifecycle management (PLM) and the 

Internet of Things (IoT) are now available to Bosch's approximately 400,000 employees. The software 

will be rolled out in the first subproject at 5,000 jobs worldwide as an enterprise-wide, open integration 

platform. Bosch's goal is to use product data throughout the digitalization process and to execute 

processes and projects faster and more reliably. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Coghlin Companies Selects Omnify Software for Product Lifecycle Management 

28 August 2018 

Omnify Software today announces that Coghlin Companies, together with its wholly-owned 

subsidiaries Columbia Tech and Cogmedix, have selected and implemented the Omnify Empower PLM 

solution in order to automate their paper-based document control and engineering change release 

processes. 

As part of a corporate initiative, Columbia Tech and Cogmedix were both investing in new systems to 

help the companies grow, enhance consistency, and improve quality and traceability. This included 

upgrading their Epicor Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and adopting Manufacturing 

Execution System (MES) and PLM systems. PLM was part of this endeavor in order to address concerns 

with their paper-based document control and engineering change release process. The PLM solution had 

to provide an on-premises platform that could integrate with their existing Epicor system and new Aegis 

FactoryLogix MES in order to create a truly streamlined process across design and manufacturing. 
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“We found that Omnify Software offered superior value, flexibility, scalability, and ease of use 

compared to alternatives we reviewed,” stated Tessa Kalarickal, Director of Business Systems. “It is 

also a proven leader in PLM for the mid-size market as it was already deployed in multiple key accounts 

within the Coghlin Companies and already integrated with Epicor at some of these accounts.”  

“As contract manufacturers, Columbia Tech and Cogmedix receive information from many sources and 

in various formats,” stated Chuck Cimalore, CTO for Omnify Software.  “With Omnify Empower they 

are able to normalize and streamline incoming data for effectively managing all Bill of Materials and 

Engineering Changes for their customers. The flexibility of our integration platforms allows them to 

integrate with other business systems and achieve their goal to eliminate duplicate entry, improve 

accuracy, and continuously improve their services.” 

The companies have transitioned to a virtually paperless process- from customer Bill of Material BOM 

(BOM) import to Engineering Change Order (ECO) release to routing and the manufacturing floor - 

which has improved ECO and Quality processes as well as documentation compliance that is 

exponentially better than the previous system. In addition, the manufacturing department now gets 

involved early-on by utilizing Omnify’s Manufacturing Process Management (MPM) module, which 

feeds Epicor’s BOM Routing engine, which in turn passes that data to Aegis MES for a completely 

streamlined process. Columbia Tech and Cogmedix are also using Empower PLM for training records, 

CAPA, NCMR, RMA and Project management. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Product News 

Altair Introduces a Disruptive New Licensing Model for the solidThinking Software Suite 

29 August 2018 

Altair announced the introduction of a new software licensing model for its solidThinking suite of 

simulation-driven design software.  Based off of Altair’s patented units-based licensing model 

popularized through Altair HyperWorks™, solidThinking Units (sTUs) will share similar and distinct 

advantages enabling SMB customers and the design engineering community to drive product innovation 

with simulation.  Under sTU licensing, customers will now have access to all software titles available 

through the solidThinking suite as well as the ability to seamlessly run these applications on-demand 

locally or in the cloud.  

“We believe the frictionless access to our entire solidThinking suite and cloud resources through this 

single licensing model is a market first and compelling offering for SMB and some enterprise 

customers,” says James R. Scapa, Founder, Chairman and CEO of Altair.  “The new licensing provides 

tremendous value and flexibility to organizations that are just beginning with simulation, have limited 

simulation resources, or require a comprehensive simulation solution that cost-effectively scales with 

growth.”     

The Altair solidThinking™ suite packages a subset of software titles available through the broader 

Altair HyperWorks offering to rapidly explore, investigate and create structurally efficient, 

manufacturable product concepts and electromechanical systems.  Inclusive of robust solutions 

for model-based development, generative design, hybrid concept modeling, multiphysics 
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analysis, manufacturability, and photorealistic rendering, each delivers an intuitive user experience 

catering to the specialized needs of designers, design engineers, and manufacturing professionals with 

little or no experience with simulation. 

Business advantages under the new sTUs licensing model include: 

 Packaged for Broad Coverage, Priced for Value:  Packaged as a comprehensive subset of 

applications available through the broader Altair HyperWorks suite, sTUs are less expensive 

than HWU’s and priced right for SMB customers. 

 Access to entire solidThinking suite:  Previously licensed as individual products, under the new 

sTU licensing, customers will be able to access to the entire solidThinking software suite.  For 

example, customers with a single seat of Altair Inspire™ will now have access to nine (9) 

different software applications currently available through solidThinking. 

 On-demand flexibility to run on the desktop or in the cloud:  sTU licensing will soon provide the 

unique flexibility to run enabled solidThinking software applications locally or in the cloud from 

anywhere, at any time.  This model lowers the barrier of entry for organizations with limited IT 

and compute resources to ramp up simulation-driven design capabilities.  For those with a higher 

simulation maturity-level, the new licensing allows organizations to easily and cost-effectively 

scale resources to meet increased simulation demand. 

The upgrade to sTU licensing has been designed to be straightforward and is available to all 

solidThinking customers by contacting their appropriate channel representative: 

 solidThinking Lease Customers: seamless, no-cost upgrade to sTU licensing enables immediate 

access to all software titles in the solidThinking suite as well as the ability to run enabled 

applications in the cloud. 

 solidThinking Paid-up Maintenance Customers:  all legacy paid-up licenses will be converted to 

sTU licensing with all the benefits for the same cost currently paid for annual maintenance. 

 solidThinking Paid-up Customers Out-of-Maintenance: regional incentive offers to upgrade to 

sTU licensing are available for a short time through the end of the year. 

To learn more about solidThinking simulation-driven design solutions and the value units-based 

licensing offers, please visit www.solidthinking.com/units. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Autodesk and Pype Partner to Provide Automation Technology Integration to BIM 360 Users 

29 August 2018 

Pype announced today a software integration with Autodesk BIM 360. Pype is a leading software 

platform that automates the generation of submittal logs. Once generated in Pype AutoSpecs, Autodesk 

customers may seamlessly import submittal item logs into BIM 360 increasing accuracy, log quality, 

while saving valuable time. 

“Working on the Autodesk BIM 360 integration with Autodesk’s talented engineering team has been 

exciting for us here at Pype,” said CEO and co-founder Sunil Dorairajan. “Pype is dedicated to helping 

contractors streamline and automate the submittal log process. We are thrilled to be integrating our 
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product with an industry-leader like Autodesk and we’re also exploring further integrations with our 

Closeout and eBinder products.” 

Autodesk BIM 360 is built on the Autodesk Forge platform enabling customers and third-party 

developers to easily integrate construction applications and tools to connect preconstruction, fabrication, 

site execution, handover, and operations. 

“Autodesk’s integration partnership with Pype is a demonstration of our shared mission to simplify and 

improve the accuracy of the construction process for our customers,” said Sarah Hodges, Senior Director 

of Autodesk’s Construction Business Line. “In construction, time is money and we are confident our 

customers will the benefits of improved productivity of Pype’s technology.” 

Pype has revolutionized the submittal set-up process by employing advanced machine learning 

techniques automatically organizing and classifying requirements. The company’s AutoSpecs product 

(patent-pending) has helped some of the nation’s most respected contractors to understand the full scope 

of any project on day one. 

While near instantaneous submittal log generation saves contractors money by deploying resources 

faster, it’s AutoSpecs’ machine learning and classification that helps improve accuracy and ensures 

improved contract compliance. Contractors can even keep track of submittal changes as specs evolve. 

Pype’s user base includes hundreds of top contractors across the nation utilizing Pype’s product suite. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Boost Time-to-Insights and Reporting Efficiencies with Latest Sopheon Release 

28 August 2018 

Sopheon released the latest version of its Accolade® Enterprise Innovation Management solution. 

Markets are more turbulent and competitive than ever and companies must act swiftly at all levels of 

their organization, or otherwise risk costly failures. Executives, managers and team members alike need 

trusted, cross-functional information at their fingertips to quickly make informed decisions to speed both 

execution work and strategic decision making. 

Accolade 12.1 supports individual users in easing their daily work, helping them be more efficient and 

productive, as well as providing organizations and executives with more transparency and decision-

making insights. 

EASING THE LOAD FOR INDIVIDUAL USERS 

This new Accolade release helps knowledge workers significantly reduce time spent on capturing, 

managing and preparing data for meetings, decisions and reporting. Enhanced integration and new 

automations reduce or prevent manual work, supporting knowledge workers in completing their work 

more easily and quickly, and surfacing more timely and meaningful analytics-driven insights for their 

own use or for sharing up and down the chain of command to drive swift and informed executive 

decisions. 

INCREASED TRANSPARENCY, MORE VALUABLE DECISION INSIGHTS 

The new release also increases transparency by surfacing highly-valued data and context for personal 

work planning, portfolio management, resource utilization, capacity planning and gate meetings. 

Enhanced reporting leveraging auto-generation improves user experience and work efficiency while 
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delivering more valuable decision insights for both knowledge workers and executives. 

"Parker has chosen to take advantage of Accolade’s great new capabilities in navigating and visualizing 

key metrics around portfolio management. These drive the best possible clarity for our key business 

segments across the corporate hierarchy as they make strategic investment decisions,” said Bill Beane, 

Senior Director of Corporate Technology Ventures and Innovation Systems at Parker Hannifin 

Corporation. “We find the ability to model and evaluate various portfolio scenarios to be particularly 

compelling, supporting our efforts to implement the optimal mix of investment vs. reward and overall 

alignment to goals." 

ADDITIONAL KEY BENEFITS OF ACCOLADE 12.1 INCLUDE:  

• Organizational agility is supported with enhancements that make it even easier to quickly realign 

initiatives, portfolios, programs, brands, products and roadmaps to reflect organizational and strategic 

changes.  

• Team coordination and communications for decision making is streamlined and centralized, providing 

improved user experiences and productivity for individual knowledge workers, managers and 

executives. 

• New Accolade Hierarchy Navigator provides a dynamic map and context for navigating the enterprise 

innovation landscape with ease, gaining insights along the way. 

“Sopheon’s Accolade decision-support system helps megabrands like P&G, BASF, Conagra Brands, 

PepsiCo, Parker Hannifin, Covestro, Honeywell and Electrolux better connect strategy and operational 

execution to realize corporate value faster and increase organizational transparency,” said Andy 

Michuda, Sopheon CEO. “Accolade release 12.1 boosts these benefits, increasing speed-to-insight 

thanks to improved user value, automation and analytics.” 

Accolade 12.1 is available immediately for upgrade, purchase and implementation. All Sopheon 

Accolade customers who are current on Maintenance and Support program fees are entitled to receive 

updates to their currently licensed products for this and future release upgrades. New capabilities in 

Accolade 12.1 are also available to customers with Accolade Express for PPM deployments. 

Implementation services may be required. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Kongsberg Digital launches digital twin technology for unmanned production facilities at ONS 2018 

27 August 2018 

Kongsberg Digital launches their new digital twin at ONS 2018 in Stavanger, Norway, after a successful 

feasibility study with Equinor. 

Enabling value chain transformation in operations 

The new twin is a virtual model of unmanned production facilities for oil and gas. Combined with 

KONGSBERG’s Kognifai solution it becomes a collaborative arena allowing users onshore to explore 

planned or existing assets offshore. It delivers intimate understanding of operations, behavior, 

maintenance, costs, performance, and much more. Available on any digital device – from pads to 

desktops or VR glasses – the twin recreates all the characteristics of real assets in an advanced, data-

enriched 3D visualization.  

“The digital twin for production facilities allows us to help our customers transform the way they do 

business and operate in complex industrial settings,” observes Hege Skryseth, Executive Vice President 
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of KONGSBERG and President of Kongsberg Digital. “Integrating previous disparate data together in a 

single, secure and user-friendly cloud-based platform will provide a multitude of benefits to our 

customers when connected to our digital platform. Everyone from the engineer in the control room to 

the CEO in her office will get real time insight into platform operations, and will be able to make better 

informed decisions.” 

Reducing risks and diminishing environmental footprints 

The results of the feasibility study with Equinor prove that dynamic simulation is key to the potential of 

the digital twin. When 3D and physical models, enterprise systems, and process simulators are 

integrated into the twin, the operator can leverage historical, real-time, and predictive data to optimize 

workflows and specific operations throughout the asset’s lifecycle. 

Using the digital twin will improve design quality and processes, enhance cross-discipline collaboration, 

reduce project and operational risks, and diminish overall environmental footprint. It will also enable 

autonomous, unmanned, and remotely operated assets for oil and gas production facilities.  

The digital twin is a major leap forward for collaborative processes in oil and gas production. It will lead 

to improved decision support and introduce tangible operational and financial efficiencies.  

“Our experience in data-sharing solutions, maritime simulation, and process simulation for production 

applications has enabled us to develop this new take on the digital twins using cutting-edge 

technologies,” said Kenneth Nakken, VP Digital Twin at Kongsberg Digital. “The digital twin is now 

helping drive collaborative processes that can transform the oil and gas industry. We are looking 

forward to showing the industry just what it is capable of during ONS.” 

The new digital twin is on show at KONGSBERG’s stand #7280 in hall 7 at the ONS and is a duplicate 

of a physical oil and gas production facility. It demonstrates how KONGSBERG’s solution can inform 

and streamline work at every stage of an asset’s lifecycle. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

New System Modeling Workbench for Teamcenter enables multi-domain digital twin 

22 August 2018 

Siemens announced today the new System Modeling Workbench for Teamcenter® software, built in 

partnership with Obeo, to extend Siemens’ model-based systems engineering (MBSE) offering. This 

solution will integrate the Teamcenter portfolio with both SysML general purpose modelling language 

for engineering and Capella, an open-source modeling tool dedicated to system, software and hardware 

architecture. Building on its extensive MBSE technology, Siemens PLM Software is further enriching 

the solution with a strong commitment to open-source software, enabling these technologies to integrate 

with the multi-domain digital twin. Using Teamcenter to maintain the digital thread, this integration 

allows organizations to see and understand the effect of any decisions made across all available 

domains, ultimately helping enable more efficient and more informed product development. 

“The result of this partnership brings engineers using Siemens PLM Software the benefits of closed-loop 

model integration between architecture and downstream engineering,” said Etienne Juliot, vice-president 

and cofounder of Obeo. “The best way to find a good trade-off between reliability, cost, and 

performance, and at the same time to master the complexity of multi-concern systems, is to design all 

these aspects in a unique repository, as a single source of truth.”   
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“Obeo is our partner of choice to implement essential open-source or technological components for our 

solution for system architecture modeling, Capella,” said Daniel Exertier, Thales Model Driven 

Engineering Domain manager. “Over the last years, Thales has favored the emergence of an open 

MBSE Capella ecosystem with the support of industrial partners. The coupling of Capella to Siemens 

PLM Software is a great opportunity to better integrate product architectural design with the entire 

product lifecycle.” 

Based on a field-proven methodological guidance, System Modeling Workbench for Teamcenter helps 

product architects better understand their customer needs, define and share the solution among 

stakeholders, enable engineering-wide collaboration, evaluate earlier to justify architectural choices, and 

complete master verification and validation. Users can benefit from seamless data exchanges between 

product lifecycle management (PLM) and SysML or Capella projects, as well as simple access to 

leverage the lifecycle of models, requirements and diagrams.  

With this solution, customers can now create and capture an integrated, multi-domain engineering 

product architecture that enables the downstream domains to communicate with each other within the 

context of the product development lifecycle. Enabling this multi-domain digital thread, which supports 

nearly all aspects of product development including mechanical, electrical, software, reliability, cost, 

manufacturing down to servicing, allows everyone to understand how a change may affect the full 

spectrum of processes within a product. Working in a truly integrated, multi-domain central repository 

of information, more informed product decisions can be made and greater innovations can be realized. 

“System Modeling Workbench for Teamcenter provides advanced MBSE capabilities, building upon our 

core business principal of openness,” said Joe Bohman, senior vice president of Lifecycle Collaboration 

Software for Siemens PLM Software. “An integrated multi-domain digital twin, spanning mechanical, 

electrical, software, and manufacturing domains will be a game changer for customers looking to 

increase product efficiency and innovation ability, all while satisfying the end users changing needs.” 

For further information on System Modeling Workbench for Teamcenter, please 

see: https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/products/collaboration/product-

architecture.html 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS Hyperconvergence-Based Solution Certified for SAP HANA® 

29 August 2018 

Nutanix announced today that its AHV hypervisor and Enterprise Cloud OS platform hyperconverged 

infrastructure (HCI) solution, has met SAP's criteria for running production SAP HANA® deployments. 

This will allow businesses that use SAP solutions to benefit from the simplicity and agility of leading 

HCI technology to deliver a modern IT architecture for SAP's leading in-memory relational database 

platform. 

SAP has certified the Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS platform with AHV virtualization for SAP HANA as 

part of SAP’s new HCI certification program. SAP HANA is revolutionizing the speed of data 

processing for reporting, analytics and computational tasks. Nutanix has proven the performance and 

scalability required for successful SAP HANA enterprise deployments, along with simple Day-2 

operations of SAP environments. This includes the ability to deliver superior throughput rates with 
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minimal latency, as well as ensure high availability during periods of heavy database usage. 

“We are delighted to announce this achievement. As customers increasingly re-platform their portfolio 

of enterprise workloads on Nutanix, our certification will enable them to use a single platform for all 

their workloads,” said Sunil Potti, Chief Product and Development Officer, Nutanix. “The certification 

for SAP HANA gives our customers a more modern infrastructure option. Enterprises will be able to 

leverage Nutanix and SAP to deliver value to their organizations by powering their database services, 

analytics processing, app development and more -- with predictable performance and linear scalability.” 

Businesses that use SAP solutions will be able to leverage the Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS platform in 

production and non-production environments to rapidly provision, simplify management and easily scale 

their IT infrastructure for faster time to value for SAP HANA and other SAP applications. 

Availability 

Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS software is certified today for SAP NetWeaver® based landscapes 

including SAP S/4HANA®application servers and can be used for production to scale-up SAP HANA 

databases. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Orasi Software Forms New Joint Venture with Go2Group to Expand Its DevOps Market with 

ConnectALL® Integration Platform 

28 August 2018 

Orasi Software today announced with Go2Group, the formation of a new division – ConnectALL, LLC 

– expanding Orasi’s DevOps product offering with the ConnectALL Integration Platform, the fastest 

growing product in the application lifecycle management (ALM) and DevOps integration space. 

ConnectALL LLC is a joint venture of Orasi and Go2Group, the developer of the ConnectALL product 

and named a ‘Cool Vendor in Applications Development, 2016’ by Gartner. The two companies formed 

the joint venture to take advantage of Orasi’s dominant position in the DevOps market and Go2Group’s 

dominant position in the ALM and DevOps tool integration space. Together, Orasi and Go2Group aim 

to offer their extended client bases a vast range of experience and knowledge in addressing complex 

integration challenges arising from digital transformation initiatives; making ConnectALL their best and 

only choice among other integration products from providers like Tasktop, Kovair, OpsHub, etc. Under 

the terms of the agreement, Orasi will obtain exclusive rights to market and support ConnectALL 

worldwide. 

“The launch of this new division is the perfect first step for Orasi as it shifts its focus to helping 

companies increase efficiency while reducing the risk of failure on all their DevOps projects,” said Orasi 

CEO Nick Kavadellas at the announcement. “With ConnectALL, we are offering clients a direct sales 

pipeline to the world’s most powerful development integration platforms. As a software innovator itself, 

Orasi will also be positioned to recommend improvements to ConnectALL that will benefit both the 

product and its customers.” 

“Partnering with Orasi on this launch marks a major milestone in our strategic efforts to take 

ConnectALL’s vision and global client expansion efforts to the next level,” said Brett Taylor, President 

and CEO, Go2Group. “With this announcement, and leveraging Orasi’s power and resources within the 
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DevOps world, ConnectALL is even better positioned to unlock its value and drive demands for clients. 

We are excited to be partnering with them and to be continuing our collaboration on next-generation 

platforms.” 

ConnnectALL, LLC will be an independent company operating under the Orasi marketing and sales 

umbrella with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. The management teams from both Orasi and Go2Group 

are working together to ensure a seamless transition for existing customers. Brett Taylor, currently the 

President and CEO of Go2Group will be the CEO of the new Orasi ConnectALL, LLC division, and 

along with Nick Kavadellas (CEO of Orasi) and Tom Stiling (Independent), will form the new division’s 

board of directors. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens and Bentley partner in new digital solution to optimize capital project delivery 

27 August 2018 

Siemens PLM Software announced today, with Bentley Systems, an integrated solution for enterprises 

to deliver capital projects more efficiently, combining the Teamcenter® portfolio with Bentley’s 

ProjectWise and its Connected Data Environment (CDE). The new offering continues Siemens’ and 

Bentley’s strategic alliance that was announced in 2016, and will uniquely extend enterprise visibility 

across program management of capital project engineering and construction. 

“In going digital, the work of engineers and constructors is increasingly about the digital context and 

digital components around, and within, their infrastructure projects,” said Greg Bentley, CEO of Bentley 

Systems. “As we industrialize project delivery, it is exciting for us to be working with Siemens to extend 

the reach of our CDE’s digital workflows beyond individual capital projects. With the Teamcenter PLM 

integration, the connections of project digital twins can now both expand into their enterprise context, 

and drill down into their manufactured components—advancing infrastructure through digital DNA!”  

The leading capabilities for systems engineering and requirements management within Teamcenter, and 

lifecycle simulation of engineered components, are now complemented by Bentley’s CDE to take 

advantage of a project digital twin. Project digital twins automate digital alignment and change 

synchronization across the project supply chain, enabling continuous and comprehensive status reviews. 

Digitalizing a plant from the beginning of a project enables the aggregation and dissemination of data in 

a scalable and manageable fashion. By connecting digital twins with a consistent digital thread, 

companies can reduce project delivery costs and avoid cost overruns, and can improve operational 

margins by increasing plant productivity and reducing operational overhead. Enterprises can now 

achieve consistent digital workflows that span project economics, program management, and project 

controls to speed up capital project delivery, reduce cost overruns, and improve fit-for-purpose project 

outcomes.    

In the energy and utility industries, for instance, given current energy forecasts, companies need to work 

more efficiently and cost-effectively when implementing capital improvement projects. Traditionally 

these extremely complex and expensive projects have many groups, beyond engineering and 

construction, working independently to drive the project forward. Extending Teamcenter through project 

delivery, the CDE enables visibility along digital threads of connected 2D and 3D models, dynamically 

managed to reflect project status. This allows for the continuous assimilation of design and engineering 

data, to be visually and analytically accessible as appropriate by team members across the wider 
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enterprise and supply chain. Incorporating capital project engineering and construction models in this 

integrated way enables diverse simulations throughout the project management process to anticipate 

real-world issues, and more informed decision-making by virtue of real-time understanding of the 

impact of any design change. The solution will be available to the market beginning in early 2019. 

“Owner/operators and engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) firms in the industry need to 

lower costs and deliver projects more efficiently, and this new digital solution facilitates data-driven 

business processes for the optimization of projects and the plant,” said Tony Hemmelgarn, CEO of 

Siemens PLM Software. “Powered by the digital twin, this solution allows engineering data to flow 

between capital project stakeholders, and will support a broad set of industry use cases.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Wharfedale Announces Accelerated Service on Microsoft Azure to Help Customers Migrate to SAP 

HANA® and SAP S/4HANA® at a Faster Pace 

29 August 2018 

Wharfedale Technologies Inc. announces its accelerated service for SAP® solutions on Microsoft 

Azure. By leveraging Microsoft's Azure infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and Wharfedale's offerings, 

customers can migrate to SAP HANA® and SAP S/4HANA® at a faster pace. 

Companies planning to move to SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA do so with the goal of digital 

transformation in mind. Everything from a technology point of view in digital transformation begins 

with the cloud. That is why Wharfedale recommends its customers migrate to Microsoft's Azure IaaS 

before deploying SAP HANA. 

By first moving to Microsoft Azure, Wharfedale customers receive the following benefits: 

-Quicker deployments - The time-to-value is streamlined when deploying SAP HANA in the Azure 

IaaS.  

-Reduced upfront costs - With SAP HANA on Microsoft Azure, companies can reduce up-front costs for 

IT assets.  

-Elasticity - Microsoft Azure provides customers with the capability to scale-on-demand for SAP 

HANA. On Microsoft Azure, SAP HANA workloads can be scaled up to 20TB for OLTP and 60 TB for 

OLAP.  

-Flexible environments - Microsoft's Azure availability zones span 54 regions and 140 countries. The 

wide geographic availability provides Wharfedale customers with more options in terms of disaster 

recovery solutions for SAP HANA.  

-Security - Microsoft Azure provides a secure foundation across physical, infrastructure, and operational 

security. Hundreds of millions of dollars are invested every year into the security of the Azure platform 

to insure the protection of customer data and business assets. 

Wharfedale has been working with SAP HANA since early 2011 and understands how this cutting-edge 

platform can help organizations get the most out of their data. With a secure foundation on Azure, 

Wharfedale can smoothly migrate customers to SAP HANA and later, SAP S/4HANA. Under this 

service, businesses that use SAP solutions can deploy SAP Cloud Platform PaaS on Microsoft Azure 

IaaS for innovative cloud-native app development and extending SAP S/4HANA.. 

"Many organizations are looking at digital transformation," said Ganesh Radhakrishnan, CEO of 
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Wharfedale Technologies. "Wharfedale helps its customers get there and a move to the cloud is the first 

step. By moving into the cloud, Wharfedale customers can begin to look at the next big product of SAP 

called SAP S/4HANA. Once we migrate businesses to SAP HANA, taking them to SAP S/4HANA 

becomes simple." 

From transformation planning through implementation to deployment, Wharfedale has assets, 

capabilities and knowledge to accelerate time to value for businesses. By combining Wharfedale's 

knowhow, unique cloud solutions from SAP, and Microsoft Azure infrastructure capabilities, 

Wharfedale can help accelerate the digital transformation of businesses that run SAP software. 
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